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The austerity that followed the recent economic and financial crisis has led to impassioned debates across 
the social sciences and the public at large. Although Ireland was not its only victim, the depth of the inter-
acting economic, banking and budgetary crises has meant that the level of public interest has been especially 
intense. Among the hotly debated questions: what is austerity? Was it necessary? What have been its conse-
quences? One of the defining features of the debate to date has been its tendency to polarise opinion and 
adopt a one-dimensional perspective. 

This book challenges us to adopt a more nuanced approach to understandings of austerity, and by exten-
sion the path to recovery. The book brings together leading national and international experts from across 
the social sciences to debate this traumatic period in Ireland’s economic and social development. 

Contributors: Patrick Honohan, Simon Wren-Lewis, John McHale, Kieran Allan, Julien Mercille, Niamh 
Hardiman, Christopher T.  Whelan, Brian Nolan, Niamh Hourigan, Ronan Lyons, Emma Heffernan, Dorothy 
Watson, Bertrand Maítre, James Williams, Rosalind Pritchard, Maria Slowey, Mary Gilmartin, Fiona Murphy, 
Sean O’Riain, Seamus Coffey, Seán Healy.

The papers were selected from a conference at the Royal Irish Academy, peer-reviewed and rewritten with 
the addition of a substantial introduction and conclusion by the editors.

About the editors:

Emma Heffernan is currently a postdoctoral researcher in the Research Collaborative in Quality and 
Safety (RCQS) based at the RCSI / MU. 

Niamh Moore-Cherry is associate professor and deputy head of the School of Geography, University 
College Dublin. 

John McHale is established professor of economics and director of the Whitaker Institute for Innovation 
and Societal Change at NUI Galway. 
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